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All performance data has been established using #20 / #16 bond 8 ¹/2" x 11" paper. Different paper qualities may yield different results.

12" Feed Opening
20/24 Sheet Capacity

1/8" x 1 9/16" Shred Size - Level 3
SmartPower Management

Made in Germany

40514

Known for its power and waste capacity the 
Dahle Small Department Professional Shredder 
is designed to accommodate the needs of most 
small departments. This cross-cut machine offers 
a 1/8" x 1 9/16" particle size and is able to shred to 
security level 3 standards. It's a perfect shredder 
for destroying marketing plans, health records, 
and any other confidential information that 
should not be seen by others.

Dahle's 40514 is built with a 12" feed opening 
and can shred up to 20/24 sheets of paper at a 
time. This machine can accommodate both let-
ter and legal size paper with ease. All you need 
to do is decide what document to shred and the 
shredder will take care of the rest.

Energy conservation continues to be a top prior-
ity at Dahle. Each shredder comes equipped with 
the revolutionary SmartPower Energy Manage-
ment System. This multi-stage system reduces 
power consumption after ten minutes of sitting 
idle (sleep mode), and completely powers down 

after an additional 20 minutes of inactivity. Dahle 
SmartPower will appeal to those interested in con-
serving energy as well as reducing electrical costs.

In order to provide slip free power to the cutting 
cylinders, a steel chain and gears connect the 
two components and provide maximum shred-
ding capacity. Removing staples and paper clips 
are a thing of the past. Dahle shredders can eas-
ily accommodate these items without harming 
the machine and saving you time in the process.

Dahle’s shredders are made in Germany using the 
latest technology and finest materials. The end 
result is a quality machine and peace of mind in 
knowing your Dahle shredder will provide many 
years of trouble free operation. 
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40514 12" 20 / 24 3 ¹⁄8" x 1 ⁹⁄16"    52 38 gal 706 34 1/2" x 29" x 20"

The easy-to-use command dial controls all of the shredder's 
functions such as power up, reverse, and continuous run.

Dahle Professional shredder with built in user-friendly 
opening for CD/DVD destruction.


